Controlled Delivery of Extracellular ROS Based on Hematoporphyrin-Incorporated Polyurethane Film for Enhanced Proliferation of Endothelial Cells
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ABSTRACT: The principle of photodynamic treatment (PDT) involves the administration of photosensitizer (PS) at diseased tissues, followed by light irradiation to produce reactive oxygen species (ROS). In cells, a moderate increase in ROS plays an important role as signaling molecule to promote cell proliferation, whereas a severe increase of ROS causes cell damage. Previous studies have shown that low levels of ROS stimulate cell growth through PS drugs-treating PDT and nonthermal plasma treatment. However, these methods have side effects which are associated with low tissue selectivity and remaining of PS residues. To overcome such shortcomings, we designed hematoporphyrin-incorporated polyurethane (PU) film induced generation of extracellular ROS with singlet oxygen and free radicals. The film can easily control ROS production rate by regulating several parameters including light dose, PS dose. Also, its use facilitates targeted delivery of ROS to the specific lesion. Our study demonstrated that extracellular ROS could induce the formation of intracellular ROS. In vascular endothelial cells, a moderated increase in intracellular ROS also stimulated cell proliferation and cell cycle progression by accurate control of optimum levels of ROS with hematoporphyrin-incorporated polymer films. This modulation of cellular growth is expected to be an effective strategy for the design of next-generation PDT.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The term reactive oxygen species (ROS) broadly describes highly reactive ions or molecules including radical ROS such as superoxide anion (O$_2^-$), nitric oxide (NO), and hydroxyl radicals (OH·), as well as nonradical ROS such as hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$), ozone (O$_3$), and singlet oxygen (¹O$_2$). ROS play an essential role for biological functions. They act as signaling molecules to regulate many signal transduction pathways through reaction with and modification of the structure of proteins, transcription factors and genes to modulate various cellular functions. A moderate increase in ROS can promote cell proliferation and differentiation, whereas excessive amounts of ROS can induce cell senescence and even cell death by causing oxidative damage to lipids, proteins, and DNA. Recent studies suggested that low levels of ROS could be beneficial to cell growth and function. For example, Dandapat et al. showed that low concentrations of oxidized low-density lipoprotein induced generation of ROS and capillary tube formation in endothelial cells. Blazquez-Castro et al. reported that photodynamic treatment with low concentrations of methyl S-aminolevulinate promotes moderate production of endogenous ROS, that efficiently stimulates cell proliferation in human keratinocytes.

Photodynamic treatment (PDT) is an efficient theranostic modality to utilize and generate ROS. The principle of PDT involves the systemic, local, or topical administration of a nontoxic drug or dye known as a photosensitizer (PS) followed by selective irradiation with light of an appropriate wavelength. In the presence of oxygen, PS absorbs photons and is transformed from its ground state into an excited triplet state. It can react with cell membrane or a molecule, and transfer an electron to form radicals, which interact with oxygen to produce oxygenated products (type I reaction). On the other hand, the triplet can transfer its excitation energy directly to surrounding molecular oxygen, generating a highly ROS such as singlet oxygen (type II reaction). Both type I and type II reactions occur simultaneously, and the ratio between radical and nonradical ROS produced in these processes relies on the...
type of PS used. The primary aim of PDT is to treat selectively diseased tissues while having minimal impact on normal tissues. However, the current PDT, which systemically administers drugs or loaded nanocarriers, is often accompanied by severe systemic toxicity and long-term side effects in patients due to poor metabolic properties of PS and the lack of specificity for lesion. Consequently, such drawbacks lead to unsatisfactory PDT effects. Therefore, a new strategy is required to overcome these limitations of PDT.

Here, we fabricated PS-immobilized polyurethane (PU) polymer film to minimize side effects induced by injecting PS within the body. The PS-incorporated film was designed to induce generation of extracellular ROS under light irradiation. This platform that uses ROS-producing biomaterials enables localized delivery of ROS at the targeted site and timely production of ROS depending on irradiation. In addition, the amount of ROS generated is controlled by manipulating intensity and exposure time of light, and the amount of PS contained in the film.

In this study, we demonstrate the effect of extracellular ROS on vascular endothelial cell proliferation that can only be fulfilled by accurate control of optimum levels of ROS, and the merits of a new PDT system using PS-incorporated PU film to mediate local production of ROS.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Preparation of HP-Incorporated Polymer Film (HP-PU Film). Hematoporphyrin (Hp), a harmless dye that has been widely used in PDT,22,23 was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). PU, a biocompatible polymer,24 was selected because it is readily modified to suit a new PDT application to immobilize PS with a mixture of Hp, polymer, and solvent. Commercial medical-grade polyurethanes (Carbothane TPU PC3575A) were kindly supplied by Lubrizol (Wickliffe, OH, USA). The photofunctional PU film was manufactured using a solvent casting technique. The casting solution for the HP-PU film was made by dissolving a fixed quantity of HP with premixed 10% (w/v) PU in chloroform solvent (Sigma-Aldrich). The solvent was slowly evaporated at room temperature for 2 days in a fume hood. The dried film was punched into circular shapes, sterilized by soaking in 70% ethanol for 30 min. The specimens were then washed five times with distilled water and vacuum-dried for 48 h. All the samples were stored dry in a desiccator, wrapped in Al foils to prevent inadvertent photodegradation of film.

Photodynamic Treatment. A self-designed green light-emitting diode (LED) system was used as the light source to control PDT. The emission peak of the green LED light at 510 nm corresponds to the maximum absorption of Hp in the visible light region (Figure 1). This system was also designed with filters to cut off most ultraviolet radiation. The distance between the lamp and the sample is more than 5 cm. The power of irradiated light was measured with a power meter (S130C, Thorlab, Inc., USA) just before the experiment.

Characterization of the HP-PU Film. Steady-state absorption and emission spectra were obtained using a UV–vis spectrophotometer (Synergy H4, BioTek, VT, USA). Measurement of Photodecomposition in the HP-PU Film. First, absorbance of photosensitizer in the HP-PU films, washed with 70% ethanol and distilled water, was obtained using a UV–vis spectrophotometer. Then, HP-PU films were exposed with 470 μW/cm² for 45 min. After irradiation, absorbance of Hp in the film was remeasured. Photodecomposition of Hp is analyzed as the ratio between the O.D. values.

Cell Culture. Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) were purchased from Lonza (Basel, Switzerland) and maintained in endothelial basal medium-2 (EBM-2) with supplements (hEGF, FBS, VEGF, hFGF-B, hydrocortisone, GA-1000, R³-IGF-1, heparin, and ascorbic acid; Lonza) at 37 °C in a 5% CO₂ incubator. HUVECs below passage 10 were used in this study.

Cell Proliferation Assay. HUVECs were seeded at a density of 2 × 10⁴ cells per well on the HP-PU films. The cells were incubated for 24 h at 37 °C and then irradiated by green LED light. After irradiation, the cells were assayed for viability at different times (0, 1, and 3 days). Cells were incubated with 3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) solution (5 mg/mL) in EGM-2 (EBM-2 with supplements) for 4 h in the dark. Dimethyl sulfoxide was added to dissolve the formazan salts and the O.D. was measured at 570 nm.

Leaching Test. To check for efflux of Hp from the HP-PU film, we placed the film in 500 μL of phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and media respectively for 72 h at 37 °C. Ethanol (1 mL) was added to the collected PBS. The O.D. of the ethanol was then measured by UV–vis spectrophotometer. Also, the collected media were treated in HUVECs cultured on 48-well plates. After 2 h, the media were discarded, replaced with 0.5 mL of fresh media and then irradiated by green LED light. Cell viability was measured by MTT at different times (0, 1, and 3 days).

Determination of Intracellular ROS Concentration. ROS concentrations in the cells were measured using an intracellular ROS assay kit (Cell Biolabs, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). HUVECs were seeded at a density of 2 × 10⁵ cells per well on the HP-PU films and incubated for 24 h at 37 °C. Cells were preloaded with the 1 mM of the fluorescent dye 2,7-dichloro-dihydrofluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA) for 1 h at 37 °C in the dark. The dye solution was removed and replaced with 0.5 mL of fresh media. Cells were exposed to light as

LED power was 470 μW/cm². After every 10 min of irradiation, the O.D. of the DPBF absorption peak at 411 nm was monitored with a UV–vis spectrophotometer (Synergy H4, BioTek, VT, USA).

Figure 1. (A) Image of a self-designed green LED system. (B) Absorption spectra of Hp in ethanol (red line) and emission spectra of the green LED (green line).
described above. After 24 h, the cells were washed three times with PBS and lysed by 0.1% triton X-100 in TE buffer (Tris-hydrochloride buffer, pH 8.0, containing 1.0 mM EDTA). The lysate was transferred to a 96-well black plate. Fluorescence was evaluated by UV−vis spectrophotometer by exciting the oxidized dichloro-fluorescein (DCF) product at 480 nm and measuring emission at 530 nm.

Suppression of Cell Proliferation with ROS Scavengers. To determine whether cell proliferation enhanced by PDT could be attributed to varying ROS concentrations within the cells, the cells were pretreated with either a free radical scavenger (5 mM N-acetyl cysteine, NAC) or a singlet oxygen scavenger (10 μM sodium azide, NaN₃) for 30 min at 37 °C. These agents were then replaced with fresh media and the cells were irradiated. Cell proliferation was assessed by MTT assay.

Cell Cycle Analysis. Cells were seeded at a density of 8 × 10⁴ cells per well on the Hp-PU films in 12-well plates and incubated for 24 h at 37 °C. Light exposure was performed as described above. After incubation for 24 h, cells were treated with trypsin-EDTA and fixed in 70% ethanol for 1 h at −20 °C. The cells were washed with PBS and harvested by centrifugation. The resulting samples were incubated with RNase A (20 U/mL final concentration, Sigma) at 37 °C for 30 min. DNA was stained with 100 μg/mL propidium iodide (PI, Sigma) for 1 h in the dark. Cell cycle phase was determined in individual cells by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (BD FACS Verse) and subsequent analysis.

Western Blot Analysis. Proteins were separated by 12.5% SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, and transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes. Blots were incubated with a 1:1000 dilution of primary antibodies at 4 °C overnight, and then horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-linked anti-rabbit or anti-mouse IgG secondary antibodies (Cell signaling, MA, USA). The expressions of proteins were detected with the SinalFire ECL reagent (Cell signaling). The following primary antibodies were used: anti-Cyclin A2, anti-Cyclin E1, anti-CDK2 and anti-β-actin (Cell signaling).

BrdU-Immunochemistry. To estimate cells that enter S-phase, we performed BrdU-incorporation assay. HUVECs cultured on the PU films were irradiated by green LED light. Cells were incubated with a 5-bromo-2′-deoxyuridine (BrdU)-labeling solution for 2 h at 37 °C. Labeling medium was removed and the cells were then incubated with fixation solution for 30 min at room temperature. After fixation, anti-BrdU-POD working solution was added and immune complexes were detected by the substrate solution. The O.D. of the reaction product was measured.
was measured at 370 nm with 492 nm reference wavelength using an automatic microplate reader (Spectra Max 340, Molecular Devices, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA).

**Nitrite Quantification.** HUVECs were seeded at a density of \(2 \times 10^4\) cells per well on the Hp-PU films, incubated for 24 h at 37 °C, and then irradiated. After additional incubation for 0, 1, and 3 days, accumulated nitrite in the culture medium was measured using a Griess reagent. Briefly, 50 \(\mu\)L of the supernatant was mixed with 100 \(\mu\)L of Griess reagent, 1% (w/v) sulfanilamide, and 0.1% (w/v) naphthylethylenediamine dihydrochloride in 5% (v/v) phosphoric acid. The mixture was incubated at room temperature for 10 min and the absorbance was measured by UV−vis spectrophotometer at 540 nm. Nitrite concentration was determined using a nitrite standard reference curve.

**Statistical Analyses.** All values are expressed as means \(\pm\) the standard deviation of the mean. Differences between mean values of normally distributed data were assessed by Student’s \(t\) tests. \(P < 0.05\) was considered to be statistically significant.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the photoinduced ROS generation mechanisms.

Figure 5. (A) Steady-state emission spectra of the leaching test solution, (a) 1 \(\mu\)g/cm² Hp-PU film and (b) 2 \(\mu\)g/cm² Hp-PU film for 72 h in PBS. (B) Cell viability with the leaching solution from bare, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 5, and 10 \(\mu\)g/cm² Hp-PU films, (a) microscopic images of cell morphology (×200, scale bar: 67.25 \(\mu\)m) at 72 h after irradiation and (b) quantification of the number of viable cells by MTT assay for 72 h. Data are expressed as means \(\pm\) SD, *\(P < 0.05\) vs PU.
The intensities of the absorption and emission spectra of the Hp-PU film depended on the concentration of Hp in the polymer matrix. The most direct method of measuring singlet oxygen generation by Hp-PU film is to detect phosphorescence from the deactivation of singlet oxygen molecules induced by photoexcited Hp within the polymer matrix. The singlet oxygen phosphorescence signal from the Hp-PU film was measured in PBS at various detection wavelengths, between 1195 and 1345 nm (Figure 3A). The phosphorescence decay signals were fitted to a single exponential function, resulting in 25 μs of decay time in the polymer matrix interfaced to PBS. Singlet oxygen was slow to decay due to the OH-free microenvironment. However, decay of singlet oxygen generated by the Hp-PU film does not depend on the concentration of the photosensitizer, and intensity of the singlet oxygen phosphorescence depend on the concentration of the photosensitizer. Therefore, singlet oxygen generated by the Hp-PU film is proportionally increased along with the concentration of Hp (1 μg/cm²: 2 μg/cm², 1:2.05). A decomposition study of DPBF was performed in Hp-PU films that generate total ROS upon green LED irradiation. DPBF is a ROS quencher and readily undergoes 1,4-cycloaddition reaction with singlet oxygen to form an endoperoxide that decomposes into an irreversible product (1,2-dibenzoylbenzene). Reports suggest that DPBF is decomposed by a superoxide anion radical. As shown in Figure 3B, the optical density (O.D.) of the DPBF absorption peak at 411 nm was not altered by irradiation with light (470 μW/cm² for 30 min), whereas the O.D. (C/C₀) of DPBF was reduced by the 1 μg/cm² and 2 μg/cm² Hp-PU film (10 ± 1.5% and 34 ± 3.1%, respectively) under irradiation. Thus, ROS generation by the Hp-PU film depends on the concentration of the Hp. These indicate that the interaction of light with Hp embedded PU film induces production of extracellular ROS, including both free radicals and singlet oxygen (nonradial ROS) through type I (charge transfer) and type II process (energy transfer), respectively, as shown in Figure 4.

To identify Hp-release profiles from Hp-PU film, the intrinsic fluorescence of Hp diffused into PBS (pH 7.4) was measured. The cumulative release at 72 h was 1.8 and 3.3% for the 1 and 2 μg/cm² Hp-PU films, respectively (Figure 5A). This experiment revealed that only small amounts of Hp were released into PBS due to our process immobilizing Hp on polymer film. Separately, to confirm effect of cell viability by cellular uptake of released Hp with light irradiation (5 mW/cm² for 30 min), the release of Hp was induced from the Hp-PU films of various concentrations into EGM-2 under the same conditions used in the previous experiment. Then, cells were treated with release media of Hp for 72 h. Although we used a high power density of light for the harsh environment, cell viability was not affected by interaction of released Hp with irradiation as compared with control (nontreatment) (Figure 5B). As mentioned above, classic PDT application injecting PS still has side effects which are mostly associated with low specificity of PS to targeting region. Therefore, these results suggest that a new PDT with Hp-immobilized PU films can minimize phototoxicity reaction caused by systemic administration of PS and increase the efficacy of localized treatment.

As mentioned above, it is known that a mild increase in the level of ROS play an important role in functioning as signaling molecules to enhance cellular growth. The study was proceeded in vitro experiments to verify that the vascular endothelial cell proliferation was stimulated by precise modulation of the peak position is possibly due to the vibrational energy state of Hp coupled with the polymer matrix and/or to self-coupling of Hp within the polymer matrix. The steady-state fluorescence spectra (λex = 405 nm) of Hp solution and Hp-PU film were normalized at their maximum peaks. The emission spectrum of Hp (λex = 510 nm) solution in Figure 2D shows the two peaks at 625 and 690 nm, and the Hp-PU film presents the fluorescence spectrum with the small red shift and the change of the intensity ratio between the peaks as shown in the references. The most direct method of measuring singlet oxygen generation by Hp-PU film is to detect phosphorescence from the deactivation of singlet oxygen molecules induced by photoexcited Hp within the polymer matrix.
extracellular ROS based on Hp-PU film instead of endogenous ROS derived from cellular uptake of PS. PDT-induced cell proliferation was evaluated by MTT assay. HUVECs cultured on the Hp-PU film were exposed to a range of light intensities for 30 min. In accordance with previous reports that raising ROS levels above a critical threshold mediate cell damage, these experiments showed that an increase in ROS resulted in significant cytotoxic effects to vascular endothelial cells. At intensities of 3 mW/cm² or greater, cell viability was reduced in an Hp-dose-dependent manner. However, cell proliferation is significantly enhanced by PDT-induced extracellular ROS from 1 μg/cm² Hp-PU films with 470 μW/cm² light intensity, compared to bare PU films. Exposure to light intensities of 300 μW/cm² or less caused no alteration to cell proliferation. This reveals that increased ROS within the extracellular environment affects cell growth. PDT used the Hp-PU film is a simple, but effective system that can modulate production rate of ROS by regulating the concentration of Hp and light irradiation condition. Besides, it should facilitate to control cellular behavior including cell proliferation or damage.

We hypothesized that increase of extracellular ROS might affect an environment in cells. First, to ascertain whether extracellular ROS induced a quantitative change in intracellular ROS, an oxidized DCF fluorescent probe was used to trace intracellular ROS production. At 24 h after 470 μW/cm² irradiation, PDT induced an Hp concentration-dependent increase in intracellular ROS accumulation (Figure 7A). As expected, extracellular ROS stimulated the formation of intracellular ROS. We also performed an experiment to verify whether a quantitative change in intracellular ROS is induced by cellular uptake of Hp released from the Hp-PU film under light irradiation. As a result, when cells were treated with Hp-contained media released for 72 h, intracellular ROS were not increased by uptake of Hp because only small amounts of Hp were released as already presented in Figure 5A (data not shown). Subsequently, to determine that ROS-stimulated cell proliferation is intracellular ROS-dependent, cell proliferation capacity was measured by MTT assay after preloading of intracellular ROS scavengers: NAC or NaN₃. The study was used two kinds of scavengers to investigate what specific types of ROS have positive effects on cell proliferation. When cells were exposed to 470 μW/cm² light intensity for 30 min, cell growth significantly increased on 1 μg/cm² Hp-PU films compared to the control. However, the observed proliferative effect was eliminated by treatment with scavengers (Figure 7B). These results indicate that extracellular ROS-induced cell proliferation correlates with a change in intracellular ROS accumulation. Also, we demonstrated that both singlet oxygen and free...
radical affect the growth of endothelial cells by PDT with Hp-incorporated PU film. ROS vary in their inherent reactivities, stability, and diffusibility. It is known that Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) can diffuse through specific aquaporins (AQP) in the plasma membrane, superoxide anion (O2−) also can initiate intracellular signaling by permeation across the cell membrane through anion channels (Cl− channel-3). However, it is still unclear whether PDT-induced extracellular ROS diffuse in the plasma membrane or trigger receptor-mediated or mitochondria-mediated pathways by oxidative stress in endothelial cell. Previous studies have reported that low extracellular ROS dose can increase production of growth factors such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and ROS dose can increase production of growth factors such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF-2), as well as insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1). Specially, it has been known that epidermal growth factor (EGF) and other growth factors bind to its specific receptor and can induce release of intracellular ROS, and the released ROS may contribute to cell proliferation through activation of Akt and mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs) signaling pathway. Therefore, we supposed that extracellular ROS are the essential mediator for intracellular ROS-induced cell proliferation through growth factor-related mechanisms.

As mentioned above, ROS mediate a variety of cellular signaling pathways and exogenous ROS are known to directly initiate signaling responses. Previous studies have reported that exogenous ROS induce the activation of extracellular signal regulated kinase (ERK), c-Jun N-terminal kinases (JNK), p38 MAPKs, and Akt. The classical ERK family (p42/44 MAPK) and JNK are known for an intracellular checkpoint for cellular mitogenesis and the ERK cascade plays a key role in the control of cell cycle progression. Cells are duplicated by a process known as the cell cycle. At the stages of the cell cycle, replication of DNA occurs during a specific part of the interphase called S phase. The transition from G1 to S phase of the cell cycle is critical for controlling cell proliferation.

Figure 8. (A) Cell cycle analysis (24 h) was performed by flow cytometry. The groups were compared by cells grown on the control (PU film), the 1 μg/cm² Hp-PU film (nonirradiated), and those grown on the PU film + Light. (B) Table showing percentages of cells grown under the specified conditions at a specific phase in the cell cycle. Data are expressed as means ± SD from three experiments performed in triplicate. (C) Expression of cell cycle regulatory proteins in lysate (40 μg/lane) was analyzed by Western blot at different time points (5, 9, 12 h after irradiation). β-actin was used as a loading control. Hp-PU: 1 μg/cm² Hp-PU film.

We thus speculated that cell proliferation promoted by PDT is associated with acceleration of the G1/S phase transition. Indeed, after light irradiation, the S phase cell population was remarkably increased in the cell-proliferative condition (1 μg/cm² Hp-PU film + light) compared to the control (Figure 8A and B). Without irradiation, cells grown on the Hp-PU film did not produce a significant change in the cell cycle population. The Cyclin family of cell cycle regulator proteins is important for the redox-dependent regulation of cell cycle progression. Cyclins and their partners the cyclin dependent kinases (CDK) act at a different step of the cell cycle; CDK4-Cyclin D complexes lead to entering into G1 phase. In particular, cell proliferation is controlled by CDK2 which in association with Cyclin E and Cyclin A regulates G1/S transition and S phase progression, respectively. On the basis of the above results using FACS, we hypothesized that the stimulation of cell proliferation and the increase in the mitotic index after PDT was closely linked to an accompanying expression of cell cycle regulatory proteins. To confirm this assumption we conducted a time course analysis of CDK and Cyclin protein expression with Western blot after irradiation. This data shown a transient up-regulation of Cyclin E1 protein levels expressed during the G1/S transition at 5 h in the cell-proliferative condition. Also, the expression of Cyclin A2 and CDK2 appearing in S phase were significantly increased by enhancing ROS between 5 and 12 h (Figure 8C). As a result, our studies indicate that the stimulation of cell proliferation by ROS is associated with an increased expression of cell cycle regulatory proteins related S phase, and extracellular ROS could trigger the molecular mechanism that control cell cycle regulation, leading to cell proliferation.

In addition, we also evaluated that the mitogenic effect of PDT with HP-PU films through a two-step irradiation. Before and after light irradiation, the difference of absorbance of intrinsic Hp at 500 nm was within measurement error of absorption.
spectrophotometer (photometric accuracy: ± 0.002Abs, 0 to 0.5 Abs) (Figure 9A). Thus, continuous PDT was designed because Hp-PU film was not photodecomposed by a single irradiation. Although the number of BrdU-immunoreactive cells was increased by about 22% between 1 μg/cm² Hp-PU films and bare PU films with 470 μW/cm², the ratio of increased mitotic precursors was decreased after 24 h of light exposure (Figure 9B). Our result showed that cell growth was steadily increased through a second irradiation at 48 h in the same conditions, enhanced cell proliferation and mitotic ratio, as compared to a single irradiation (Figure 9C). As a whole, these results demonstrate that Hp-PU films should facilitate a two-step PDT, resulting in an additional increase of endothelial cell proliferation.

A primary function of vascular endothelial cells is to secrete products that prevent clotting and inhibit vascular smooth muscle cell (VSMC) proliferation. Nitric oxide (NO) is a predominant antithrombogenic and antiproliferative agent in VSMCs. The NO secretion rate of HUVECs grown on Hp-PU film did not change compared to that of cells grown on bare PU films after irradiation (Figure 10). Consequently, low levels of ROS generated by PDT did not negatively affect the function of proliferated cells.

In this study, we have demonstrated that the PDT platform using the photofunctional materials, an Hp-incorporated PU film, can be an effective strategy to enhance cell proliferation by optimizing the generation of extracellular ROS without cellular uptake of photosensitizer. Specially, in vascular endothelial cells, the stimulation of ROS-induced cell growth may also be used a therapeutic method to overcome synthetic vascular graft failures caused mainly by thrombosis and intimal hyperplasia, which is prevented by the rapid re-endothelialization in graft.

4. CONCLUSION

We have designed hematoporphyrin-incorporated polymer films which produce extracellular ROS under light irradiation...
to avert cellular uptake of ROS-inducing agents. This platform was used to control the generation of ROS and to facilitate localized delivery of ROS to specific lesions via regulating parameters such as the intensity and exposure time of light, and the amount of PS contained in the film. In vascular endothelial cells, a modified PDT based on 1 μg/cm² Hp-PU films is effectively enhanced cell growth with irradiation of 470 μW/cm² 30 min. We also found that extracellular ROS mediate the formation of intracellular ROS, and a moderate increase in intracellular ROS contributes considerably to endothelial cell proliferation, followed by a concomitant expression of cell cycle regulatory proteins which associate with G1/S transition and S phase progression. We believe that new PDT system, established by incorporating PS into PU polymer film, can improve the therapeutic efficacy by localized delivery of extracellular ROS while reducing undesired side effects caused by systemic administration of PS. Furthermore, this approach that controls endothelial cell growth is expected to be a potential strategy for the design of next generation PDT.
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